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A system and method for providing low overhead floor control in a distributed peer-to-peer communications network includes one or more subscriber stations and one or more peer stations interconnected via an Internet connection. A subscriber station utilizes a floor request during a timed floor request window for requesting floor control to a given peer station. The system and method provide for consistent floor control decisions throughout the communications network which includes a policy to block additional floor requests from local subscriber stations once an initial floor request has been received. This enables each peer to receive an identical set of floor requests as every other peer within the FRW such that every peer will grant the floor to the same subscriber.
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FLOOR REQUEST WINDOW TIMER EXPIRES
  \[401\]
  SELECT HIGHEST PRIORITY FLOOR REQUEST(S)
  \[403\]
  SELECT THE WINNING SUBSCRIBER FROM AMONG THE HIGHEST PRIORITY REQUESTS. THE SELECTION TECHNIQUE MUST GIVE CONSISTENT RESULT ON ALL REPEATERS, E.G. SELECT THE REQUEST WITH THE LOWEST SUBSCRIBER ID
  \[405\]
  ARE THERE MULTIPLE FLOOR REQUESTS WITH THE SAME HIGH PRIORITY?
  \[407\]
  YES → \[409\]
  SELECT THE WINNING SUBSCRIBER FROM AMONG THE HIGHEST PRIORITY REQUESTS. THE SELECTION TECHNIQUE MUST GIVE CONSISTENT RESULT ON ALL REPEATERS, E.G. SELECT THE REQUEST WITH THE LOWEST SUBSCRIBER ID
  \[411\]
  NO → \[413\]
  WINNING SUBSCRIBER IS SUBSCRIBER WITH HIGHEST PRIORITY FLOOR REQUEST
  \[415\]
  ARE THERE ADDITIONAL FLOOR REQUESTS FROM THE WINNING SUBSCRIBER?
  \[419\]
  YES → \[421\]
  SORT FLOOR REQUESTS FROM THE WINNING SUBSCRIBER IN ARRIVAL ORDER. GRANT FLOOR TO EARLIEST REQUEST FROM THE WINNING SUBSCRIBER. QUEUE REMAINING REQUESTS FROM THE WINNING SUBSCRIBER IN ARRIVAL ORDER. REJECT ALL OTHER FLOOR REQUESTS
  \[423\]
  NO → \[427\]
  GRANT FLOOR TO WINNING SUBSCRIBER. REJECT ALL OTHER FLOOR REQUESTS
  \[431\]

**FIG. 4**
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING LOW OVERHEAD FLOOR CONTROL IN A DISTRIBUTED PEER-TO-PEER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is related to application Ser. No. 11/926, 686, filed Oct. 29, 2007, titled “Floor Control In A Communication System” and application Ser. No. 12/210,644, filed Sep. 15, 2008, titled “Floor Control In A Communication System” commonly owned and assigned to Motorola, Inc.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

An embodiment of the present invention is directed to distributed control peer-to-peer radio communications networks and more particularly to a low overhead floor control method for a peer-to-peer radio communications network.

BACKGROUND

Repeater systems used in two-way radio communications enable users to communicate with a radio repeater which presumably is in an optimal location which acts to rebroadcast a message to one or more users around some coverage area. FIG. 1 is a prior art block diagram illustrating a single repeater system 100 where a subscriber 101 in a talkgroup (TG A) presses the radio push-to-talk (PTT) and the repeater 103 receives a voice message from the subscriber 101 and transmits the message to all members of TG A, such as subscriber 105 and subscriber 107. Thus, in the single repeater system, those subscribers, such as subscriber 109 and subscriber 111, that are characterized as “police” in other talk groups (e.g. TG B), will recognize that the channel is busy and do not transmit in order to prevent interference.

A peer-to-peer (P2P) radio system consists of two or more peers (repeaters) that are typically linked together over an internet protocol (IP) network where two or more subscriber two-way radio devices use the network to communicate over a greater range. Subscribers may participate in private calls, such as a one-to-one voice/data communication, or in group calls, such as a one-to-N voice/data communication where one subscriber is talking and N subscribers are listening. These subscriber stations require resources from peers in order to communicate with one another. For example, a subscriber can communicate with another subscriber co-located on the same peer (using the peer as an RF repeater), or with another subscriber on another peer. For voice communication in a dispatch system, short latency times in delivering the audio message is often a stringent requirement.

One problem in radio systems deals in situations where the number of subscribers that desire to transmit over one or more peers at the same time exceeds the number of available RF channels. In low cost P2P radio systems, the system may only have sufficient resources for one of the subscribers to transmit at one time. Although many subscribers may simultaneously be contending to communicate to other subscribers over the radio system, only one may transmit at a time on a given RF channel. Consequently, each of the peers will be responsible for determining which subscriber will be allowed to transmit. A subscriber which is transmitting using a given peer or peers is generally said to “have the floor” which gives the subscriber exclusive use to transmit to one or more other subscribers.

Thus, it would be advantageous to operate a low cost P2P communications system where a reliable means is used to arbitrate between contending subscribers that both require substantially simultaneous use of the floor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

The accompanying figures, where like reference numerals refer to identical or functionally similar elements throughout the separate views and which together with the detailed description below are incorporated in and form part of the specification, serve to further illustrate various embodiments and to explain various principles and advantages all in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 1 is a prior art block diagram of a single repeater system using a first and second talkgroup.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a multiple repeater system as used in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 3 is a flow chart diagram illustrating a method used for providing low overhead floor control in a distributed peer-to-peer network in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 4 is a flow chart diagram illustrating a method for selecting the subscriber that will win the floor in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

Skilled artisans will appreciate that elements in the figures are illustrated for simplicity and clarity and have not necessarily been drawn to scale. For example, the dimensions of some of the elements in the figures may be exaggerated relative to other elements to help to improve understanding of embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Before describing in detail embodiments that are in accordance with the present invention, it should be observed that the embodiments reside primarily in combinations of method steps and apparatus components related to a system and method for providing low overhead floor control in a distributed peer-to-peer communications network. Accordingly, the apparatus components and method steps have been represented where appropriate by conventional symbols in the drawings, showing only those specific details that are pertinent to understanding the embodiments of the present invention so as not to obscure the disclosure with details that will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art having the benefit of the description herein.

In this document, relational terms such as first and second, top and bottom, and the like may be used solely to distinguish one entity or action from another entity or action without necessarily requiring or implying any actual such relationship or order between such entities or actions. The terms “comprises,” “comprising,” or any other variation thereof, are intended to cover a non-exclusive inclusion, such that a process, method, article, or apparatus that comprises a list of elements does not include only those elements but may include other elements not expressly listed or inherent to such process, method, article, or apparatus. An element proceeded by “comprises . . . a” does not, without more constraints, preclude the existence of additional identical elements in the process, method, article, or apparatus that comprises the element.

It will be appreciated that embodiments of the invention described herein may be comprised of one or more conventional processors and unique stored program instructions that control the one or more processors to implement, in conjunction with certain non-processor circuits, some, most, or all of the functions of a system and method for providing low overhead floor control in a distributed peer-to-peer commu-
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communications network. The non-processor circuits may include, but are not limited to, a radio receiver, a radio transmitter, signal drivers, clock circuits, power source circuits, and user input devices. As such, these functions may be interpreted as steps of a method to provide a low overhead floor control in a distributed peer-to-peer communications network.

Alternatively, some or all functions could be implemented by a state machine that has no stored program instructions, or in one or more application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), in which each function or some combinations of certain of the functions are implemented as custom logic. Of course, a combination of the two approaches could be used. Thus, methods and means for these functions have been described herein. Further, it is expected that one of ordinary skill, notwithstanding possibly significant effort and many design choices motivated by, for example, available time, current technology, and economic considerations, when guided by the concepts and principles disclosed herein, will be readily capable of generating such software instructions and programs and ICs with minimal experimentation.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a multiple repeater system 200 as used in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. Thus, FIG. 2 is an example showing a subscriber 201 on a first repeater or peer 203 may press a PTT on his radio to initiate a voice call to a first talk group such as TG A. In some situations, a polite subscriber 205 on repeater 207 can initiate a voice call to a second talk group TG B at approximately the same moment in time. The voice streams for TG A and TG B are sent through an internet connection 209 and both arrive at a third repeater 211 within a floor request window. As described herein, the floor request window (FRW) is that period of time upon which a subscriber requests use of the repeater system to communicate with other subscribers. Using the method for providing low overhead floor control in a distributed peer-to-peer communications network as described herein, the repeater 211 grants the floor to one of the voice streams, such as subscriber 201 in this example. Note that there is no central point of control in this radio communication network. Each repeater is responsible for floor control arbitration of the RF channels provided by that repeater. Consequently, repeaters 203, 207, and 211 in the system must make a consistent choice and grant the floor to the same initiating subscriber. An embodiment of this invention pertains to this selection process and a consistent method by which subscribers are granted the floor in the event of a substantially simultaneous request.

Thus, P2P floor control addresses two types of resource contention, namely: (1) Multiple subscribers contend for an radio frequency (RF) channel on a given peer. The subscribers could be seeking to start a private call or seeking to transmit on a group call. The contending subscribers could be affiliated with the same TG or could belong to different TGS. The peer must select a single subscriber and allocate the floor (the RF channel) to that subscriber. The peer must give priority to emergency calls over non-emergency calls. (2) Multiple subscribers belonging to a single TG contend to transmit to the members of that TG. The members of the TG can be located on multiple peers. Each peer with subscribers affiliated to that TG must allocate resources either for use by this TG, or for use by another TG, or for use by a private call. Within the set of peers that allocate resources to this TG, all peers must allocate the floor to the same subscriber. In other words, when a TG spans multiple peers, a single member of the TG can have the floor at any given point in time. Multiple call priorities must be supported. For example, a voice call could be given a higher priority than a data call, or an emergency call could be given higher priority than a normal voice call. When two calls with different priorities request the floor, the floor should always be granted to the higher priority call. If the floor has been granted to a lower priority call, a higher priority call should be able to preempt the floor from the lower priority call. When two calls of the same priority are requested at different times, the floor should be granted to the call that is made first, and the second equal priority call should not be able to preempt the first call.

When two calls of the same priority are requested at the same time, a mechanism is needed to choose one call over another, i.e., to award the floor. One example might be to award the floor to the subscriber with the lower subscriber identification (ID). Methods used to select which of the equal priority calls is selected are outside the scope of this invention, however any method is acceptable provided it produces a consistent result on all peers. Although the peers in the distributed system do not share a common real time clock, when subscribers on two different peers originate a call at substantially the same time, this time period for these two floor requests shall mean that the two originations occur within a span of time equal to the maximum expected message delay for sending a message between any two peers in the network.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart diagram illustrating a method used for providing low overhead floor control in a distributed peer-to-peer network. Peers attempt to allocate the floor on a first come, first served basis. The floor of a peer is generally in an idle state when not in use 301. Because floor requests can originate from subscribers on different peers and there is no system-wide clock, a peer system cannot guarantee a request will be granted. This is accomplished through the use of an FRW timer. If this timer expires 309, this results in a transition to the floor granted state. All of the pending floor requests from other peers can be received 307; however, calls from local subscribers must be rejected, unless they have a higher priority than the call that started the FRW or originate from the same subscriber that started the FRW. This policy ensures that if a floor request is made on any peer within the system, that request will be received by every peer by the end of the FRW. Additionally, the duration of the FRW must be long enough to ensure that simultaneous floor requests from other subscribers throughout the network can be received and considered for floor control. An FRW greater than or equal to twice the longest expected latency to send a message from one peer to another peer is sufficient for this purpose. This is accomplished through the use of an FRW timer. If this timer expires 319, this results in a transition to the floor granted state. All of the pending floor requests are considered and the floor is granted to one of these requests, as described in FIG. 4. If there are additional floor requests from the subscriber that wins the floor the additional requests are queued. All other floor requests are rejected. The mechanism to select which floor request is granted the floor must be consistent in all peers through the system.

By way of example, consider a talk group with members on peer 203 and peer 207. If a subscriber on peer 203 presses its...
Push To Talk (PTT) button to initiate a two-way radio communication or call, an FRW begins on peer 203. Peer 203 then notifies all other peers with members of the TG of the floor request, either by sending them a control message or by streaming the TG audio toward them. All other peers will receive the floor request within the longest expected message latency and will start an FRW. Once the FRW begins on a peer, no local subscribers on that peer will be permitted to request the floor. Therefore, the worst-case delay will be a subscriber on peer 203 initiates a call, and then just before the floor request notification reaches peer 207 a subscriber on peer 207 presses PTT and initiates a call. The second request must occur in less that the maximum message delay, or the FRW would have started on peer 207 and the request would not be allowed. The second floor request is then passed from peer 207 to peer 203, and must arrive there within the maximum message delay. Since the FRW on peer 203 lasts for twice the maximum message delay, the floor request from peer 207 will always arrive at peer 203 before the peer 203 FRW expires. It will be evident that the period of time before a peer may begin transmitting audio may be longer than the FRW. Before a peer can start playing audio received from another peer, the peer will fill-up a jitter buffer or other type latency memory with some predetermined number of voice samples.

Receiving an additional floor control request does not restart the FRW timing; the FRW is based only on the arrival of the first floor request. At the end of the FRW, the peer grants the floor to the exactly the floor requests and queues or denies any other requests. The floor should always be granted to the highest priority call. If two or more calls have the same priority, some technique will need to be used to select a winner. Once a floor request has been granted to a subscriber 311, control of the floor is retained for the duration of a call session unless a new request 313 with a higher call priority than the current floor owner is received 318. Any new floor control requests of equal or lower priority are rejected when an existing session is in progress 319, unless it is a call from the same subscriber that owns the floor 315. If the new request is of higher priority than the call that owns the floor, an FRW for the new call is started and, at the end of the FRW, the floor will be granted to a higher priority call and the current call will be preempted 321.

It is possible that a peer receives multiple floor control requests 307 from the same subscriber (either local or remote) within the same FRW. A typical case where this might occur is when a subscriber sends a very short data call immediately followed by a voice call. In such situations the peer will allow both the calls to contend for the floor. However, at the end of the FRW 401 if any one of the calls of that subscriber is selected as the floor owner 411, the peer will ensure that the first call originated by that subscriber is granted the floor and the second one is queued up 425. When the first call finishes, the peer will immediately grant the floor to the second call 325.

It is possible that once the floor has been granted to a call from a particular subscriber, another call from that same subscriber can arrive at a peer 313. A typical case where this might occur is when a subscriber sends a data call (with a duration greater than the FRW) immediately followed by a voice call. In such situations, the second call will be queued 315. When the first call is completed, the peer will immediately grant the floor to the second call 325.

For a group call, a session may be defined as a half duplex voice transmission by a single member of the TG 311 followed by a group call hang time window 329. During the hang time window, floor requests from any member of the TG can be received 330 and considered for floor control 331, but floor requests 303 that are not for the TG will be rejected 333, unless they have a higher call priority than the current TG session. If a floor request from a member of the TG is received during hang time, an FRW is started 335, and, at the end of the FRW, the floor is granted 309. For a private call, a session can include multiple half duplex voice transmissions by one or both participants in the private call. The private call session begins when one of the subscribers initiates a private call to the other subscriber.

Thus, as will be evident to those of ordinary skill in the art, any session can be prematurely ended if the current call is preempted by a higher priority call 321. If a voice call is preempted by a higher priority call while one of the call participants is transmitting, the voice call session ends immediately and there is no hang time. If a higher priority floor request 330 is received during hang time, an FRW is started 335 and at the end of the FRW the floor is granted 309 to the highest priority call and the original session ends. The hang time duration for group calls and private calls could be different. For example, the hang time from group calls could be 1 second and the private call hang time could be 300 ms. The qualification is that the hang times must be consistent on all peers.

Thus, an embodiment of the present invention provides a system and method for providing low overhead floor control in a distributed peer-to-peer communications network where no central point of control is needed for floor allocation. The system and method further provide for consistent floor control decisions throughout the network where a choice of floor control window length that is twice the expected maximum message delay between repeaters, and the policy to block additional floor requests from local subscriber radios once an initial floor request has been received guarantees that each repeater receives an identical set of floor requests as every other repeater within the floor control window such that every repeater will grant the floor to the same subscriber. The system further provides a low latency in delivering voice over the public internet where voice can be streamed to other repeaters as soon as it arrives over the air. Moreover, voice streaming can start even before the floor control decision is made by setting a floor control window to the minimum length needed to guarantee consistent floor control results. The system and method further allows two or more consecutive calls in rapid succession to be treated as a continuous media stream thereby enhancing the user experience. Finally, the system and method give fairness in giving all subscribers throughout the network an equal chance to win control of the floor.
defined solely by the appended claims including any amendments made during the pendency of this application and all equivalents of those claims as issued.

We claim:

1. A system for providing low overhead floor control in a distributed control two-way radio communications network comprising:
   a plurality of subscriber stations; and
   a plurality of peer stations interconnected via an Internet connection using no central control, wherein at least one subscriber station of the plurality of subscriber stations utilizes a floor request during a timed interval for requesting floor control to at least one peer station, and
   wherein at least one of:
   a) the timed interval is set at approximately twice the expected maximum message delay between a first peer and a second peer,
   b) at least one peer station utilizes a hang time for providing the plurality of subscribers a period to reply to a message sent by the at least one subscriber station without losing floor control, or
   c) each of the plurality of peer stations receives an identical set of floor requests as every other peer within the timed interval.

2. A system for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 1, wherein the timed interval is a floor request window (FRW).

3. A system for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 2, wherein only one floor request is granted at the expiration of the timed interval and all other floor requests from other subscribers are rejected.

4. A system for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 3, wherein once a floor request is granted to one subscriber, a subsequent floor request from another subscriber of equal or lower priority than a granted floor request will be rejected.

5. A system for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 3, wherein a floor request having a high priority may preempt a granted floor request.

6. A system for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 3, wherein an additional floor request from the subscriber that currently has the floor will be queued and subsequently granted the floor when the first communication is completed.

7. A system for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 2, wherein floor requests from the plurality of subscriber stations local to a peer are rejected once a floor request window has started for the at least one subscriber station.

8. A system for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 2, wherein floor requests from the plurality of subscriber stations on a different peer are allowed once a floor request window has started for the at least one subscriber station.

9. A system for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 1, wherein the timed interval is set at approximately twice the expected maximum message delay between a first peer and a second peer.

10. A system for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 1, wherein upon arrival of multiple floor requests from one subscriber during a floor request window (FRW), if one of the floor requests from that one subscriber is selected to win the floor, the earliest arriving request from that one subscriber is granted the floor and the remaining requests from that one subscriber are queued and subsequently granted the floor in the order of arrival when the first communication is completed.

11. A system for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 1, wherein each of the plurality of peer stations receive an identical set of floor requests as every other peer within the timed interval.

12. A system for providing access to a floor in a two-way radio distributed control communications network comprising:
   a plurality of two-way radio subscriber stations communicating via a plurality of talk groups; and
   a floor request timer associated with each of the plurality of peers; and
   wherein at least one of the subscriber stations utilizes a floor request window (FRW) for requesting floor control of at least one of the plurality of peers such that an FRW has started floor requests are rejected from the plurality of subscriber stations local to a peer and allowed for subscriber station non-local to a peer.

13. A system for providing access as in claim 13, wherein the floor is, granted to at least one requesting subscriber station at the expiration of the FRW.

14. A system for providing access as in claim 14, wherein once a floor request is granted to one subscriber station, a subsequent floor request from another subscriber station of equal or lower priority than a granted floor request will be rejected.

15. A system for providing access as in claim 14, wherein a floor request having a high priority may preempt a granted floor request from maintaining control of the floor.

16. A system for providing access as in claim 14, wherein an additional floor request from the subscriber station that currently has the floor will be queued and subsequently granted the floor when a call involving the subscriber station is completed.

17. A system for providing access as in claim 13, wherein a timer is used to provide a delay during transmissions by the at least one subscriber station to prevent loss of control of the floor.

18. A system for providing access as in claim 13, wherein the FRW is set at approximately twice the expected maximum message delay between a first peer and a second peer.

19. A system for providing access as in claim 13, wherein the FRW is set at approximately twice the expected maximum message delay between a first peer and a second peer.

20. A system for providing access as in claim 13, wherein each of the plurality of peers receives an identical set of floor requests as every other peer within the FRW.

21. A method for providing low overhead floor control in a distributed control two-way radio communications network comprising the steps of:
   providing a plurality of subscriber stations;
   providing a plurality of peers interconnected via an Internet connection having no central control;
   utilizing a floor request during a timed interval by at least one subscriber station of the plurality of subscriber stations for requesting floor control to at least one peer; and
   at least one of:
   a) setting the timed interval to approximately twice the expected maximum message delay between a first peer and a second peer,
   b) utilizing a delay time by the at least one peer station for providing the plurality of subscribers a period for reply to a message sent by the at least one subscriber station without losing floor control,
c) receiving an identical set of floor requests for each of the plurality of peers as every other peer within the timed interval, or
d) utilizing a floor request window (FRW) for the timed interval having a start time and stop time, rejecting floor requests from the plurality of subscriber stations local to a peer once an FRW has started, and allowing floor requests from the plurality of subscriber stations non-local to a peer once an FRW has started.

22. A method for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 21, further comprising the step of:
   utilizing a floor request window (FRW) for the timed interval having a start time and stop time.

23. A method for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 22, further comprising the step of:
   granting only one floor request at the expiration of the FRW such that all other floor requests are rejected until the end of a communication by the at least one subscriber.

24. A method for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 23, further comprising the step of:
   preempting a subscriber from control of the floor if a subsequent floor request has a high priority.

25. A method for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 23, further comprising the step of:
   rejecting a subsequent floor request from another subscriber of equal or lower priority than a granted floor request once a floor request is granted to the at least one subscriber.

26. A method for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 23, further comprising the step of:
   queuing a subsequent floor request if the subsequent floor request is of a higher priority; and
   granting the subsequent floor request when a communication with the at least one subscriber is completed.

27. A method for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 22, further comprising the step of:
   rejecting floor requests from the plurality of subscriber stations local to a peer once an FRW has started; and
   allowing floor requests from the plurality of subscriber stations non-local to a peer once an FRW has started.

28. A method for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 21, further comprising the step of:
   setting the timed interval to approximately twice the expected maximum message delay between a first peer and a second peer.

29. A method for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 21, further comprising the step of:
   utilizing a delay time by the at least one peer station for providing the plurality of subscribers a period for reply to a message sent by the at least one subscriber station without losing floor control.

30. A method for providing low overhead floor control as in claim 21, further comprising the step of:
   receiving an identical set of floor requests for each of the plurality of peers as every other peer within the timed interval.

* * * * *